TED

Treston Electric Desk
for industrial use

QUICK
SILENT
WIDE REACH
treston.us

Electric Desk TED
with quick, silent and
wide height adjustment

Describing Treston’s new electric desk is like describing the features of a Big Cat. Treston Electric
Desk TED adjusts to different heights quickly and silently, extending from as low as 24.8” all the
way up to 50”.
This Nordic Big Cat has been tested to withstand high loads of up to 440 lbs and be stable at all heights.

✓ Wide height adjustment range 24.8”-50” (range
25.2”)

✓ Quick and silent adjustment
✓ Four sizes, depth 31.5” and widths 35.4”, 43.3”,
59.1”, 70.9”

✓ Customizable with additional above-desk

accessories which free desk space and further
improve order and ergonomics

✓ Also available as an ESD model
✓ Desk load capacity 440 lbs, for above-desk addons 176 lbs

✓ Reliable Nordic quality, compliant with standards

Watch the 2 min animation showcasing the features.

Perfectly suits:

Industrial offices

R&D

Packing applications

Light-duty assembly work

For accessories, see:
treston.us

Quick, silent and wide height adjustment comes handy when you need to handle or work with items which vary from
big to small.

The user can easily adjust the table in a range of 25.2” throughout the workday. Accommodating a wide
range of heights serves especially well in light-duty assembly work and packing applications, where the handled
items can vary from big to small. A desk with a quick and wide adjustment range helps keep employees working
comfortably and ergonomically in all situations.

The Nordic quality ensures the desk withstands high
loads. You can concentrate on the work at hand.

For detailed
product
information, visit
treston.us
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The desk serves also in R&D laboratories as well as industrial offices well, as it withstands exceptional loads
of 440 lbs, and the desk can be customized with a wide range of accessories. The above- and below-desk
accessories further enhance ergonomics, free desk space and provide order, often expected in Lean compliant
industrial environments.

